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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we study different classes of intersection graphs of maximal hypercubes
of median graphs. For a median graph G and k ≥ 0, the intersection graph Qk(G)
is defined as the graph whose vertices are maximal hypercubes (by inclusion) in G,
and two vertices Hx and Hy in Qk(G) are adjacent whenever the intersection Hx ∩ Hy
contains a subgraph isomorphic to Qk. Characterizations of clique-graphs in terms of these
intersection concepts when k > 0, are presented. Furthermore, we introduce the so-
called maximal 2-intersection graph of maximal hypercubes of a median graph G, denoted
Qm2(G), whose vertices are maximal hypercubes of G, and two vertices are adjacent if the
intersection of the corresponding hypercubes is not a proper subcube of some intersection
of two maximal hypercubes. We show that a graph H is diamond-free if and only if there
exists a median graph G such that H is isomorphic to Qm2(G). We also study convergence
of median graphs to the one-vertex graph with respect to all these operations.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intersection concepts play an important role in graph theory, and were briefly surveyed in McKee and McMorris [30].
Probably the greatest attention has been given to the concept of the clique graph of a graph, where vertices of the graph K(G)
are cliques (maximal complete subgraphs) of G, and adjacency is defined by non-empty intersections of two cliques. It is
known which graphs are clique graphs of graphs, see Roberts and Spencer [37]. Many authors studied the behavior of the
clique operator K in various classes of graphs that are often related to chordal graphs. For instance, clique graphs of interval
graphs were considered in Hedman [22], while chordal and dually-chordal graphs were connected through the operator K
in [8,11], see also Brandstädt, Le and Spinrad [12] for many related results. Several papers consider the question of which
graph classes are fixed under K [4,20], and which graphs are clique-convergent to the one-vertex graph [4,9]. The latter
problem is derived from the iterated clique graph concept, defined recursively by K 0(G) = G, and K n(G) = K(K n−1(G))
which was studied for instance in [10,21,22,28,34–36,38].
Intersection graphs ofmaximal hypercubes of graphs (also called cube graphs) have been studied in the context ofmedian

graphs and related classes of graphs that are rich in hypercubes [2,6,13,14]. There is a surprising similarity between classes
of chordal and dually chordal graphs on the one side and median graphs and graphs of acyclic cubical complexes on the
other side, which pertains to the geometric (or topological) interpretation where graphs arise from (simplicial or cubical)
complexes, see Chepoi [18]. Furthermore, dually chordal graphs are precisely the clique graphs of chordal graphs [11] and
precisely the cube graphs of acyclic cubical complexes [2,13].
Median graphs are defined as connected graphs in which for every three vertices u, v, andw there exists a unique vertex

simultaneously lying on a shortest path between any pair of the three. They are among the most extensively studied classes
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of graphs that appear under different guises in many other discrete structures. In addition, there are now an abundance of
applications, like in computer science, consensus theory, chemistry, genetics, location theory, conflict models, etc.; we refer
to a comprehensive survey onmedian graphs by Klavžar andMulder [26]. Due to a connection with the class of triangle-free
graphs, the recognition complexity of median graphs is roughly the same as that of triangle-free graphs, see Imrich, Klavžar
and Mulder [24].
One of the earliest characterizations of median graphs states, expressed in terms of ternary algebras, they are precisely

the graphs that can be obtained by a sequence of convex amalgamations from hypercubes [25]. This in particular indicates
the importance of the role that hypercubes are playing in median graphs. Bandelt and van de Vel studied median graphs
with respect to the ordinary cube graph operation [6] that we denote in this paper byQ0. They proved that for any median
graph G the cube graph Q0(G) is a Helly graph, and they posed a question whether every Helly graph is the cube graph of
some median graph. This problem is still open which gives a motivation to consider different kinds of intersection graphs
of maximal hypercubes in median graphs. For many of these natural concepts we are able to prove ’’if and only if’’ results
that yield new connections of median graphs to some well-known classes of graphs.
In the next section we fix the notation and recall several properties of median graphs that will be needed in the sequel.

In Section 3 the concepts Qk are introduced, and the edge-intersection graphs Q1(G) of median graphs G are studied in
detail. We prove that a graph is clique-graph (that is, can be realized as K(G) for some graph G) if and only if it is the edge-
intersection graph Q1(H) for some median graph H . Then we consider the question of which median graphs converge to
the one-vertex graph, and when restricted to the so-called simple median graphs we prove that these are precisely certain
grid-like graphs. Section 4 is devoted to other operators Qk, where k ≥ 2, and we show similar results for them as in
the preceding section. Finally, in the last section the conceptQm2 is studied, and diamond-free graphs are characterized as
Qm2(G) graphswhere G runs through all median graphs. The convergence to the one-vertex graphs is also briefly considered
forQm2. Several open questions are posed along the way.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout the paper we consider finite, simple, undirected graphs. The distance dG(u, v) between vertices u, v ∈ V (G)
is the length of a shortest path between u and v in G. A subgraph H of a graph G is called isometric if dH(u, v) = dG(u, v) for
all u, v ∈ V (H). The interval IG(u, v) is the set of vertices on shortest paths between u and v in G. A graph G is amedian graph
if for every triple of vertices u, v, w ∈ V (G) the intersection I(u, v) ∩ I(u, w) ∩ I(v,w) consists of precisely one vertex. A
connected subgraph H of G is called convex if for every two vertices from H all shortest paths are contained in H . It is easy
to see that the intersection of two convex subgraphs is also convex. A convex closure of a subgraph H of G is defined as the
smallest convex subgraph of G which contains H . A subgraph U of G is 2-convex if for any two vertices u and v of U with
dG(u, v) = 2, every common neighbor of u and v belongs to U . In median graphs convexity is equivalent to 2-convexity [15,
23]. It is also clear that a convex subgraph of a median graph is a median graph as well.
The cycle on 3 (respectively 4) vertices will be called the triangle (respectively the square). The hypercube (of dimension

k) or k-cube is the graph Qk with the vertex set {0, 1}k where two vertices are adjacent whenever they differ in exactly one
position. For instance,Q1 is K2,Q2 is the square C4, andQ3 is the cube. Denote byQ−3 the graph obtained fromQ3 by removing
a vertex. Note that Q−3 is not a median graph. The bipartite wheel BWk is formed by the cycle C2k and another vertex (center
of BWk) that is adjacent to every second vertex of the cycle. Bipartite wheels BWk with k ≥ 4 are median graphs.

Theorem 1 ([1]). A connected graph G is a median graph if and only if the convex closure of any isometric cycle is a hypercube
in G.

A graph G satisfies the quadrangle property if for any u, x, y, z ∈ V (G) such that d(u, x) = d(u, y) = d(u, z) − 1 and
d(x, y) = 2with z a common neighbor of x and y, there exists a common neighbor v of x and y such that d(u, v) = d(u, x)−1.

Theorem 2 ([19]). A connected bipartite graph G is a median graph if and only if it satisfies the quadrangle property.

Let G be a connected graph and G1 a convex subgraph. Then the peripheral expansion of G is the graph G′ constructed as
follows. Let G′1 be an isomorphic copy of G1, and G∪ G

′

1 the disjoint union of G and G
′

1. For each vertex u of G1 we denote the
corresponding vertex in G′1 by u

′. Now, G′ is the graph obtained from G∪G′1 by adding edges between u and u
′ for all vertices

u ∈ V (G1). We also say that we expand G1 in G to obtain G′. This operation is a special case of expansion as introduced by
Mulder [31,32], by which one of the first characterizations of median graphs was obtained. He later proved that median
graphs are precisely the graphs that can be obtained by a sequence of peripheral expansions from K1 [33].
A graph is called cube-free if it does not contain the 3-cube as an induced subgraph. The following proposition easily

follows from Mulder’s peripheral expansion theorem, cf. [27].

Proposition 3. A graph is a cube-free median graph if and only if it can be obtained from the one-vertex graph by a sequence of
peripheral expansions such that in every expansion step a convex tree is expanded.

The Cartesian product G�H of graphs G and H is the graph with the vertex set V (G) × V (H) and (a, x)(b, y) ∈ E(G�H)
whenever either ab ∈ E(G) and x = y, or a = b and xy ∈ E(H). Cartesian products of median graphs aremedian graphs [23].
The grid graph Pn�Pm is the Cartesian product of two paths (grid graphs are clearly median graphs).
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We will also use some hypergraph notions from [7]. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph. The dual hypergraph of H is
denoted by H∗. A hypergraph H is conformal if any subset S ⊆ V of elements is contained in an edge of H provided any
pair of elements of S does. A hypergraph is a Helly hypergraph if any family of pairwise intersecting edges contain a common
vertex. Conformal hypergraphs and Helly hypergraphs aremutually dual. The 2-section [H]2 of a hypergraphH is the graph
whose vertices are the vertices ofH and two vertices are adjacent in [H]2 if and only if they belong to a common edge of
H . IfH is conformal, then its edges are exactly the maximal cliques of its 2-section.
Given a median graph G the graph G∆ was introduced in [6], whose vertices are the vertices of G and two vertices are

adjacent whenever they belong to a common hypercube in G. It was shown that every G∆ is a Helly graph (i.e. balls enjoy the
Helly property), and also K(G∆) is a Helly graph. Hence G∆ is also a clique-Helly graph (i.e. cliques enjoy the Helly property).
Since cliques of G∆ are induced by vertices of maximal hypercubes of G, this implies that maximal hypercubes of G enjoy
the Helly property:

Lemma 4. In a median graph any family of pairwise non-disjoint hypercubes has a non-empty common intersection.

Finally, since K(G∆) is a Helly graph this implies thatQ0(G) is a Helly graph for every median graph G [6].

3. Edge-intersection of maximal hypercubes

Let G be a median graph. For k ≥ 0 the intersection graph Qk (G) is the graph with the vertex set consisting of all
maximal hypercubes (by inclusion) in G and two vertices Hx,Hy in Qk (G) are adjacent whenever the intersection Hx ∩ Hy
contains a hypercube Qk. Note thatQ0 coincides with the usual intersection concept, while other operatorsQk are covered
by certain tolerance intersection concepts [30] (notably two vertices inQk(G) are adjacent whenever the intersection of the
corresponding hypercubes in G has at least 2k vertices).
Among the series of concepts Qk we are particularly interested in the operation Q1, in which two vertices are adjacent

whenever the corresponding hypercubes have an edge in common. For k > 1, the Qk operation is similar to this case in
several ways as will be seen in the next section.
We start with the following problem: which are the graphs that can be obtained as Q1(G) for some median graph G. In

fact, we will first solve the opposite direction of this problem, by showing that every clique-graph (that is, a graph that can
be obtained as K(H) for some graph H) can be obtained by this operation from a median graph.
By simplex of a graph we mean a set of vertices that induce a complete subgraph in G (of any possible size, including the

empty set). Given a graph G denote by κ(G) its simplex graph, that is the graph whose vertices are simplices of G, and two
simplices are adjacent if and only if they differ in one vertex and are comparable. Clearly the simplex graph of the complete
graph Kn is the hypercube Qn (using the fact that hypercubes are characterized as subset graphs via positions of 1’s in the
binary representation of Qn). It is also not surprising that the simplex graph of any graph is always amedian graph, as shown
in [5]. There it was also proved that a hypercube in κ(G) of maximum dimension d corresponds to some largest clique of
order d in G. In fact any maximal hypercube in κ(G) corresponds precisely to some maximal complete subgraph (clique)
of G. Furthermore, we find that two maximal hypercubes share an edge in κ(G) whenever the corresponding cliques in G
share a vertex (this fact was discovered by Chepoi [17]; for a related study we refer to a commendable survey [3]). Hence
the clique-graph K(G) of a graph G coincides with the edge-intersection graph of the simplex graph of G, that is

Q1(κ(G)) = K(G).

We derive that every clique-graph (i.e. a graph which can be represented as the clique graph of some graph), can also be
represented as the edge-intersection graph of maximal hypercubes of a median graph, notably of the median graph κ(H).
We mention that clique-graphs have been characterized by Roberts and Spencer [37], and we can now present another
characterization of clique-graphs.

Theorem 5. A graph H is clique-graph if and only if there exists a median graph G such that Q1(G) = H.

The theorem says two things: every clique graph K(H) can be represented as the edge-intersection graph of maximal
cubes of amedian graph, and conversely, for everymedian graphG the graphQ1(G) is a clique-graph. The latter we still need
to prove. We will use the following lemma which is a sort of conformality property of 1-cubes with respect to hypercubes
in median complexes.

Lemma 6. If all pairs of edges from S = {e1, . . . , ek} in a median graph G belong to a common hypercube then there exists a
hypercube that contains all edges of S.

Proof. It is known that in amedian graph any set of vertices that are pairwise in the same hypercube, all belong to a common
hypercube, cf. [6] (in terms of median complexes as cube hypergraphs this is precisely the conformality property). Consider
the set of edges S = {e1, . . . , ek} that pairwise belong to a common hypercube. Then for any two edges the endvertices of
both pairwise belong to a hypercube, hence this holds for all endvertices of the edges from S. By the conformality we infer
that all the endvertices belong to a common hypercube, and so all the edges belong to the very same hypercube. �

Let G be a median graph. Denote by Ge the graph with V (Ge) = E(G) and two vertices e1, e2 are adjacent in Ge if and only
if the edges e1 and e2 belong to a common hypercube in G. We call Ge the line-cube graph of a graph G. The connection with
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Fig. 1. Graph that converges to K1 .

line graph is only in their vertex sets which are the same, while Ge is in general quite different from L(G). For instance, Ge of
a tree is a totally disconnected graph, and Ge is a complete graph if G is a hypercube.
From Lemma 6 we infer that every complete subgraph in Ge is induced by edges that belong to a common hypercube of

G. Hence maximal hypercubes of G correspond bijectively to cliques in Ge where vertices of a clique are just the edges of the
corresponding maximal hypercube. Clearly two maximal hypercubes share an edge if and only if the cliques in Ge share a
vertex. We derive that

K(Ge) = Q1(G),

and so every edge-intersection graph of maximal hypercubes of a median graph is a clique-graph, by which Theorem 5 is
finally proved. We state this direction explicitly as follows.

Corollary 7. For any median graph G the graphQ1(G) is a clique-graph. More preciselyQ1(G) = K(Ge).

If G is a median graph,Q1(G) can be any clique-graph, hence in general need not be a median graph (for instance if G is a
bipartite wheel BWn thenQ1(G) is a cycle which is not median as soon as n > 4). We are now interested in median graphs
which have the additional property that they converge to the one-vertex graph in the following sense: there exists a natural
number n such that the iterated graphQn1(G) = Q1(Q

n−1
1 (G)) consists of only one vertex, and every graph in the sequence

ofQ1-iterations is a median graph.
Clearly if G is isomorphic to a hypercube thenQ1(G) = K1. By using induction on the number nwe can easily show that

Qn1(Pn+1�Pn) = K1 andQn1(Pn+1�Pn+1) = K1. On the other hand, if n andm differ by more than 1 then Pn�Pm converges to
a path of length more than 1, and in turn to a totally disconnected graph of order more than 1.
Of course there are many examples of median graphs that converge to K1. For instance such is the graph obtained from

the bipartite wheel BW6, by the simultaneous expansion of twomiddle hypercubes, see Fig. 1. Using that median graphs are
clique-graphs (as are all bipartite graphs), we infer from Theorem 5 the following construction. If G is a median graph that
converges to K1, then there is a median graph G′ withQ1(G′) = G, and so G′ also converges to K1. Now argue the same for G′,
and so on. In addition, more complex constructions can be used to obtain median graphs that converge to K1. However, we
can show that under certain additional restrictions that do not allow such constructions, the grid graphs, mentioned above,
are the only examples of median graphs that converge to K1.
First we will need a lemma that shows in which way one can obtain the square in a median graphQ1(G).

Lemma 8. Let G and Q1 (G) be median graphs, and let S = x1x2x3x4x1 be an induced square in Q1 (G). Denote by
Hx1 ,Hx2 ,Hx3 ,Hx4 the maximal hypercubes of G that correspond to x1, x2, x3, x4. Then there exists a convex bipartite wheel BW4
with squares S1, . . . , S4, such that Si ⊆ Hxi , for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.

Proof. Let us first prove that the common intersection of the four hypercubes consists of precisely one vertex, that is
∩
4
i=1 V (Hxi) = {v} for some v ∈ V (G). Note that | ∩

4
i=1 V (Hxi)| ≥ 2 implies that all the hypercubes are adjacent inQ1(G) and

so K4 appears inQ1 (G), a contradiction. Hence | ∩4i=1 V (Hxi)| ≤ 1.
Consider first the case when three of the hypercubes share a vertex (they cannot share two vertices because a K3

would appear in Q1(G)). Without loss of generality we may assume that ∩3i=1 V (Hxi) = {v}, and v 6∈ V (Hx4). Since∣∣Hx1 ∩ Hx4 ∣∣ ≥ 2,
∣∣Hx3 ∩ Hx4 ∣∣ ≥ 2 and Hx1 ∩ Hx3 = {v}, it follows from Lemma 4 (Helly property for hypercubes)

that Hx1 ∩ Hx3 ∩ Hx4 = {v} (again they cannot share two vertices because a K3 would appear in Q1(G)). We infer that
∩
4
i=1 V (Hxi) = {v}.
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Hence suppose that ∩4i=1 Hxi = ∅, and no three hypercubes share a vertex. Let Hx1 ∩ Hx2 = H1,2,Hx2 ∩ Hx3 = H2,3,
Hx3 ∩ Hx4 = H3,4 and Hx4 ∩ Hx1 = H4,1. Note that H1,2 ∩ H2,3 ∩ H3,4 ∩ H4,1 = ∅, moreover they are pairwise disjoint.
Let C be a shortest cycle that consecutively passes H1,2,Hx2 ,H2,3,Hx3 ,H3,4,Hx4 ,H4,1,Hx1 ,H1,2, and denote the set of these
eight hypercubes by H . Note that some of the vertices in C may be used once in two of the consecutive hypercubes from
H , but not in three. If C is isometric then by Theorem 1 its convex closure is a hypercube H which is clearly not any of the
four hypercubes. In addition H contains all edges of this cycle and so it adjacent to all of the four hypercubes, which implies
that there are triangles in Q1(G), which is a contradiction with Q1 (G) being a median graph. Suppose C is not isometric.
By the way C is constructed (noting that hypercubes are convex in G, and so there can be no shortcut between two vertices
of any hypercube from H), we derive that a shortcut can only be between two (almost) opposite hypercubes from H . In
any such case an isometric cycle appears whose convex closure is a hypercube H that is adjacent inQ1 with at least two of
the hypercubes Hx1 ,Hx2 ,Hx3 ,Hx4 which is again a contradiction with Q1 (G) being a median graph. We conclude there is a
vertex v in ∩4i=1 V (Hxi) = {v} .
Hence, v is the center of a bipartite wheel W (isomorphic to BW4) whose squares belong to the four hypercubes,

respectively. We claim that W is convex. Since G is a median graph, there are not many possibilities that W would not
be convex. Since convex and 2-convex sets coincide in median graphs, one must only check the possibility of additional
commonneighbors. If two verticeswhose degree inW is 3 have a commonneighbor then aK2,3 appearswhich is not possible
in median graphs. Hence, the only remaining way to prevent convexity ofW is that two of the vertices whose degree inW
is 2 have a neighbor in common. But then the convex closure ofW contains the graph isomorphic to P3�C4. Hence two new
hypercubes appear (since each of the squares of W belongs to exactly one of the four hypercubes Hx1 ,Hx2 ,Hx3 ,Hx4 ) and
each of these two hypercubes contain two squares of W which have an edge in common. This is again impossible, since
these edges would belong to three hypercubes, and (two) triangles would appear inQ1 (G). We conclude thatW is a convex
bipartite 4-wheel, as claimed. �

In the construction of Q1(G) which yields a median graph H via the simplex graph κ(H) = G, there is a vertex v that
is common to all hypercubes of G, hence v is the center of all convex bipartite wheels in G. We are trying to avoid such
constructions, and concentrate on median graphs of different nature. According to Lemma 8 we say that a wheelW from G
corresponds to the square S fromQ1(G). Then we say that a median graph G is simple if for any set of squares S1, S2. . . . , Sk
inQ1(G) there exist bipartite wheelsW1,W2, . . . ,Wk in G that have pairwise different centers andWi corresponds to Si for
i = 1, 2, . . . , k. The following result shows that the structure ofQ1(G) is quite restricted when G is a simple median graph.

Proposition 9. Let G be a simple median graph and let Q1(G) be a median graph. Then Q1(G) contains no Q3 as an induced
subgraph.

Proof. Suppose that a subgraph isomorphic to Q3 lies inQ1(G). Let

H =
{
Hx1 ,Hx2 ,Hx3 ,Hx4 ,Hx5 ,Hx6 ,Hx7 ,Hx8

}
be the family of the maximal hypercubes of G corresponding to this Q3. Consider 4-cycles C1 = x1x2x4x3x1, C2 =
x2x8x6x4x2, C3 = x6x8x7x5x6, C4 = x5x7x1x3x5 in Q3. By using Lemma 8 and the fact that G is a simple median graph there
exist convex bipartite wheels with different central vertices. Denote by v1, v2, v3, v4 the central vertices that correspond to
C1, C2, C3, C4, respectively. Let P1 be a shortest path in Hx2 ∩ Hx4 from v1 to v2, P2 a shortest path in Hx6 ∩ Hx8 from v2 to
v3, P3 a shortest path in Hx5 ∩ Hx7 from v3 to v4 and P4 a shortest path in Hx1 ∩ Hx3 from v4 to v1. Let C be the cycle formed
by P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪ P4, and note that C is an induced cycle. If C is isometric then by Theorem 1 its convex hull is a hypercube H ,
which is not any of the eight hypercubes. Hypercube H contains all edges of this cycle, so the vertex xwhich corresponds to
H is adjacent to every vertex of the Q3, a contradiction. Now suppose that cycle C is not isometric. Then there is a shortcut
between two vertices of C , such that together with the path on C it forms an isometric cycle (note that this cycle contains
at least four of the hypercubes fromH). Its convex closure is the hypercube which is adjacent (has an edge in common) to
two adjacent hypercubes from H , yielding a triangle in Q1(G) which again is a contradiction with Q1(G) being a median
graph. �

Theorem 10. Let G be a simple median graph that converges to K1. ThenQ1(G) = Pn�Pm, where |m− n| ≤ 1.

Proof. By Proposition 9, Q1(G) is cube-free. Hence by Proposition 3, Q1(G) can be obtained from the one-vertex graph by
the expansion procedure in which every expansion step is taken with respect to a convex tree. First we observe that every
expansion step is taken with respect to a path, otherwise three hypercubes share an edge in Q1(G) and so K3 appears in
Q1(Q1(G)). Moreover, by convexity of the expanded graph, every edge of the path in an expansion step is contained in
exactly one hypercube. Let e1, e2 be incident edges of the path and denote by H1 and H2 corresponding hypercubes. Then
|H1 ∩ H2| ≥ 2, otherwise an isometric cycle Cn, where n > 4 appears in Q1(Q1(G)). We infer by induction that Q1(G) is a
subgraph of grid graph Pn�Pm. It is easy to see that the only such graphs that converge to K1 are the graphs Pn�Pm where
|m− n| ≤ 1. �

The question remains which simple median graphs G are such that Q1(G) = Pn�Pm where |m− n| ≤ 1. Beside grids
there are also other examples, for instance any graphs obtained from grids by expanding some of their hypercubes (see Fig. 2
for such an example).
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Fig. 2. Edge-intersection graph of this graph is the square.

4. Qk-intersections of median graphs for k > 1

The following lemma is an easy consequence of the fact that there is natural bijective correspondence between maximal
hypercubes of G and of G�Q` by which we can identify the pairs of hypercubes in both graphs. In addition, the intersections
of maximal hypercubes in G�Q` are hypercubes of dimension larger by ` as the corresponding intersections in G.

Lemma 11. Let G be a median graph. For any nonnegative integers k and ` we have

Qk(G) = Qk+`(G�Q`).

Hence, any graph that can be realized asQk(G), can also be realized asQk+` of some graph, but the converse is not always
true. For instance,Q1(P3�P3) = C4 while C4 cannot be realized asQ0 of some graph, since it is not a Helly graph.
From Lemma 11 and Theorem 5 we infer the following result.

Theorem 12. For every k > 1 and every clique-graph H there exists a median graph G such that Qk(G) = H.

Indeed, for any graph Gwe haveQk(κ(G)�Qk−1) = K(G).
The converse of Theorem 12 is also true and the construction is similar as in the case of edge-intersection. Namely, given

a median graph G, we construct the graph GQk whose vertex set is the union two sets: the set of hypercubes of G isomorphic
to Qk and the set of maximal hypercubes in G of dimension less than k. Two vertices are adjacent in GQk if and only if the
hypercubes belong to a common (larger) hypercube. Note that Ge is precisely GQ1 . One can prove a similar (conformality)
result analogous to Lemma 6 (following its proof) by which we infer that maximal complete subgraphs in GQk correspond
bijectively to maximal hypercubes of G, and moreover

K(GQk) = Qk(G).

Theorem 13. For any median graph G the graphQk(G) is a clique-graph. More preciselyQk(G) = K(GQk).

Let P be a generalized grid graph isomorphic to Pn+1�Pn� · · ·�Pn or Pn+1�Pn+1� · · ·�Pn+1 in which there are k factors.
ThenQnk(P) = K1. Are there any other nice examples of median graphs that converge to K1? Can a similar results be proved
for simple median graphs as in the case ofQ1?

5. Maximal 2-intersection graph of maximal hypercubes

ByQm2(G)we denotemaximal 2-intersection graph of maximal hypercubes of a graph G. Vertices ofQm2(G) correspond to
maximal hypercubes (by inclusion) of G, and two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding hypercubes have a maximal 2-
intersection in common (intersection of twomaximal hypercubes is calledmaximal 2-intersection if it is not a proper subcube
of some (other) intersection of two maximal hypercubes). This concept appeared implicitly in [13] where it was invented
for the purposes of proving the main theorem (it was shown that every such maximal 2-intersection forms a cut set in the
graphs of acyclic cubical complexes).

Lemma 14. Let G be a median graph, let vertices x, y, z induce a triangle in Qm2(G), and let Hx,Hy,Hz be the corresponding
maximal hypercubes in G. Then Hx ∩ Hy ∩ Hz = Hx ∩ Hy = Hy ∩ Hz = Hx ∩ Hz .
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Proof. Since vertices x, y, z induce a triangle inQm2(G), I1 = Hx∩Hy, I2 = Hy∩Hz, I3 = Hx∩Hz aremaximal 2-intersections.
Hence they are all non-empty, and soHx∩Hy∩Hz 6= ∅ by Lemma 4. Moreover, since Ii’s aremaximal, either they all coincide
with Hx ∩ Hy ∩ Hz or each Ii has a vertex (and also a Θ-class) that does not belong to the other two. We assume that the
latter case appears which will lead us to a contradiction.
Let v be a vertex of Hx ∩ Hy ∩ Hz . Then v is incident with allΘ-classes that appear in Hx,Hy and Hz . Denote by E1, E2, E3

the set ofΘ-classes that appear in Hx ∩Hy,Hy ∩Hz,Hx ∩Hz , respectively, and not in Hx ∩Hy ∩Hz . Now, consider the edges
e1 = vu1, e2 = vu2, e3 = vu3 that belong to Θ-classes from E1, E2, E3, respectively. Denote by vi the unique common
neighbor of ui and ui+1 (modulo 3) for i = 1, 2, 3, different from v. Then the vertices ui,vi for i = 1, 2, 3 and v induce a Q−3
in G. Since G is a median graph, its convex closure in G is a 3-cube, in which we denote by u the vertex of the convex closure.
Let Ha be amaximal hypercube that contains this 3-cube, and note that it is distinct from Hx, Hy and Hz . Suppose there exists
anotherΘ-class in Ii (if not, we already derive a contradiction with Ii being maximal 2-intersections).
Without loss of generality let w be any other vertex in I1 = Hx ∩ Hy. Then in the square S = {v, u3, v2, u2} ⊆ Hz

the closest vertex to w is v and the farthest vertex to w is v2. Let w3 be the neighbor of w whose closest vertex in S is
u3, and let w2 be the neighbor of w whose closest vertex in S is u2. (Then w3 ∈ Hx \ Hy and w2 ∈ Hy \ Hx.) Note that
d(v2, w3) = d(v2, w2) = d(v2, w) − 1. Hence by the quadrangle property there exists a common neighbor of w3 and w2,
whose closest vertex in S is v2. By applying this argument for all vertices of Hx ∩ Hy we derive that the convex closure of
these vertices is the hypercube S�(Hx ∩ Hy) that lies in a maximal hypercube Ha, distinct from Hx,Hy and Hz . Clearly I1 is a
proper subgraph of Ha ∩Hx (as well as of Ha ∩Hx), and so I1 is not a maximal 2-intersection which is the final contradiction.
We derive Ii = Hx ∩ Hy ∩ Hz for all i. �

The diamond is the graph K4 − e (obtained from K4 by deletion of an edge). A graph is called diamond-free if it does not
contain any diamond as an induced subgraph. It is clear that diamond-free graphs are precisely the graphs in which every
edge lies in a unique clique [29].

Theorem 15. For any median graph G the graphQm2(G) is diamond-free.

Proof. Let G be a median graph andQm2(G) its maximal 2-intersection graph. Let T be a triangle with vertices x, y and z in
Qm2(G) anddenote byHx,Hy,Hz the correspondinghypercubes ofG. Thenby Lemma14wehave I = Hx∩Hy∩Hz = Hx∩Hy =
Hy∩Hz = Hx∩Hz .Hence if a vertex u ∈ V (Qm2(G)) is adjacent to x and y, then by Lemma14 againHx∩Hy∩Hu = Hx∩Hy = I ,
which implies that u is adjacent also to z. We derive that induced diamond is not possible inQm2(G). �

Proposition 16. If G is a diamond-free graph thenQ1 (κ (G)) = Qm2 (κ (G)) .

Proof. Let G be a diamond-free graph and κ (G) its simplex graph which is a median graph. Note that maximal hypercubes
in κ (G) correspond to cliques of G and two such hypercubes share an edge whenever the corresponding cliques share
a vertex. Since every two cliques in G share at most one vertex, for any non-disjoint maximal hypercubes Hx,Hy from
κ (G) we have

∣∣Hx ∩ Hy∣∣ = 2 (that is, maximal 2-intersections of maximal hypercubes of κ(G) are only edges). We infer
Q1 (κ (G)) = Qm2 (κ (G)) . �

Theorem 17. For every diamond-free graph H there exists a median graph G such that Qm2(G) = H.

Proof. Let H be a diamond-free graph. By a result from [16] every diamond-free graph is the clique graph of a diamond-free
graph G. Hence there is a diamond-free graph G such that K(G) = H . By Theorem 5 we haveQ1(κ(G)) = K(G) = H , which
combined with Proposition 16 yields the desired formulaQm2(G) = H. �

We conclude with the formula concerningQm2 of Cartesian products of median graphs.

Proposition 18. Let G and H be median graphs. ThenQm2(G�H) = Qm2 (G)�Qm2(H).

Proof. Let A and B be maximal hypercubes in median graphs G and H , respectively. Then V (A) × V (B) clearly induces
a maximal hypercube in G�H . On the other hand, every maximal hypercube in G�H is a subproduct of G�H , hence
V (Qm2(G�H)) = V (Qm2(G)�Qm2(H)).
Let (a, b)(x, y) be an arbitrary edge fromQm2(G�H). Then the corresponding endvertices (hypercubes) A× B and X × Y

from G�H have a maximal 2-intersection in common. We claim that A = X or B = Y . Indeed, otherwise the intersection of
A× B and X × Y is a proper subcube of A× B ∩ A× Y . Hence we may assume without loss of generality that A = X . Then
the intersection of maximal hypercubes B and Y in H must clearly be a maximal 2-intersection. Hence the vertices b and
y (corresponding to B and Y ) are adjacent in Qm2(H). Thus (a, b)(x, y) ∈ E(Qm2(G)�Qm2(H)). The converse can be easily
proved by following similar arguments. �

Proposition 18 is not true for operator Qk. For example if G is isomorphic to P3�P3 and H is isomorphic to K2, then
Q2(G�H) is isomorphic to K4 andQ2 (G)�Q2(H) is isomorphic to Q2.
It follows from Proposition 18 that the convergence (with respect toQm2) of two graphs to the one-vertex graph implies

the convergence of their Cartesian product to K1. Hence, for instance, all generalized grid graphs Pn1�Pn2� · · ·�Pnk converge
to K1. It would be interesting to find more examples of median graphs that converge to the one-vertex graph with respect
to operatorQm2. We believe a characterization of such median graphs is not an easy problem.
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